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With his new book Translation and Rewriting in the Age of Post-Translation Studies, Gentzler calls
for a "post-translation studies" turn in translation studies. Changes and developments in translation and translation studies urge academia to think about new directions for the field. Following the "cultural turn" proposed by Susan Bassnett and André Lefevere, and the "sociological turn" in the late 1990s Gentzler endeavors to push translation studies into a new phase.
The term "post-translation" in the book title refers to more than the literal meaning of "post." Susan Bassnett offers a philosophical explanation of "post," which signifies both the past and the new life from the past. And in the Introduction, Gentzler presents the research subject of "post-translation study" in two directions: pretranslation culture and post-translation effects.
The book has six chapters, including an important introduction, a conclusion, and four numbered chapters dealing with four case studies relative to post-translation analysis. The introduction presents the necessity for and research objects of post-translation studies. The term "posttranslation studies" coined by Siri Nwegaard and Stephano Arduini in Translation: A New Paradigm (2011) , in the introduction to the first issue of a new journal called Translation, reflects the need to expand the research field of translation studies. Post-translation studies can be fruitful in exploring pre-translation conditions and post-translation effects, thus explaining why one translates in a certain way, and how new ideas are introduced to other cultures via translation. On the one hand, post-translation studies should analyze "both the initial reception of the translated text and the post-translation repercussions generated in the receiving culture over subsequent years" (p. 3). On the other hand, post-translation studies should also look at "pre-translation culture… those sociopolitical and linguistic conditions that create an environment in which highly innovative, original writing can flourish" (p. 4, emphasis in the original). In this process, researchers need to bring in perspectives from other disciplines and break the boundaries between original, translation, and rewriting.
Post-translation studies owe a great deal to deconstructionist ideas, postmodern theory, Susan Bassnett and André Lefevere's discussion on translation and rewriting, Gérard Genette's study of rewriting, and Linda Hutcheon's research on translation and rewriting in a new age, which Gentzler frequently refers to in the ensuing chapters.
Chapter 1 first discusses the relationship between translation and world literature. Their relationship is just as David Damrosch states: "World literature is an elliptical refraction of national literature" (Damrosch 2003: 281) and "World literature is writing that gains in translation" (Damrosch 2003: 22 Chapter 2 is entitled Postcolonial Faust. As the title suggests, it makes a post-translation analysis of the translations and rewritings of Faust with a postcolonial perspective -cannibalism to see the multidirectional circulation of texts. Cannibalization, employed by Brazilian writers and translators, is suggested for postcolonial translators. Section one looks at the translational culture of 18 th century Germany, which produced numerous creative writers and translators whose works would inf luence Goethe. Goethe also learned a great deal from the translation culture borrowed from Greek and Roman classics and from European folklore. Section two focuses on the rewriting of Faust by Goethe himself. Section three presents the translation history of Faust into English, which involves numerous translators. Section four focuses on post-translation effects by studying a series of rewritings, from theater productions to novel adaptations, to film productions and music. Within Germany, rewritings of Faust, influenced by different ideologies and political tendencies, became a channel for different expressions and claims, alternative ideas and forms. Then, a post-colonial translation of Faust made it more international.
Chapter 3 contains a review of Susan Bassnett and André Lefevere's work on translation and rewriting and a post-translation analysis of a selected example: Proust's À la recherche du temps perdu (1908) . Section one proposes to break down the distinction between translations, versions, adaptations, and rewritings. Section two analyzes the translational culture brought about by industrialization and capitalism in late nineteenthcentury Paris, which nourished Proust's curiosity and life. Section three presents a detailed study of the translational nature of À la recherche du temps perdu. Section four looks at Proust's rewriting process and shows that "originals are also in a state of rewriting" (p. 141). Section five is a translation history of À la recherche du temps perdu. Some important translations are discussed. It is through translation that Proust is enabled to enter the English literary tradition. Section 6 discusses a selection of post-translation and post-modern rewritings of À la recherche du temps perdu in a variety of media, including films, theater adaptations, illustrated books, feminist novels, abridgements, and other forms on the internet.
Chapter 4 starts by introducing the concept of "tradaptation." Translational practices and theoretical discussions among scholars has expanded the definition of translation to include different forms of rewriting like "tradaptations, transfigurations, creative interference, furtherings, and transelations" (p. 175). Then, section two studies in detail the precursors of Shakespeare's Hamlet (1609) and the author concludes that Shakespeare was actually rewriting from multiple sources. Section three analyzes the translational nature of Shakespeare's Hamlet, as is displayed in the characters, the words, and the plot of the play. Section four examines the third period of high translational activity in China, during which Hamlet was imported via Lin Shu's translation. It also discusses how to go about studying and evaluating post-translation repercussions, which is not an easy job. Section five looks at the translation history of Hamlet since 1904. Chinese translations of the play are more concerned with the image and ideology of the play and are manipulated by both social poetics and ideology. Section six goes over a few major and representative rewritings of Hamlet in theater and film, including three theater productions (the 1989 production of Hamlet in Beijing, the 1992 production Shamlet, and the 2000 version of Hamlet in Hong Kong) and two adapted films. The post-translation impacts on translation, theater, creative writing, and social engagement can be found in this section.
Gentzler's book is a pioneering work that aims to initiate a "post-translation turn" in translation studies. This volume is significant in the following aspects. First, it encourages rethinking of the nature and role of translation. Drawing on deconstruction and post-modern theories, the new concept of "post-translation" will challenge traditional definitions of translation and also the relationship between original, translation, and rewriting. In this global age, with new media and mass communication, the "goals" and "nature" of translation have changed. As Gentzler observes: "we all live in a translational culture, always in an ongoing process of movement and maneuvering, invariably traversing boundaries, changing and adapting as needed, buying, consuming, borrowing, interpreting, and translating" (p. 8). Translation is reconsidered as "one of the most important processes that can lead to revitalizing culture, a proactive force that continually introduces new ideas, forms or expressions, and pathways for change" (p. 8). In this process, the boundaries between original, translation, and rewriting become blurry and even disappear. Genztler, in this study, suggests that "all writing is rewriting, or a rewriting of a rewriting and translationintralingual, interlingual, and intersemiotic -plays a significant role in that process" (p. 10). Susan Bassnett also points out, in the foreword, that Gentzler's post-translation studies: "demands a questioning of older definitions of translation, and an end to trying to distinguish between so-called originals, translations, and rewritings" (p. ix).
Second, it expands the territory of translation studies. New research interests will emerge within post-translation studies: the study of the translational culture of the original work, translational elements of the original, the translational environment of the receiving culture, and the circulation and repercussion of translations and rewritings. Pre-original and post-translational texts, which were previously ignored in the field, either in part or in whole, will be examined in post-translation studies. Translation does not happen in a vacuum. Pretranslation culture will influence the production of translated texts as well as original texts. Thus, much more research will be done on the complicated cultural conditions that spawn translations. Besides interlingual translation, intralingual translation and intersemiotic translation are also included in post-translation studies. In addition, it can cover all the new forms and genres brought about by new media. Post-translation studies can include intersemiotic transfers such as cinematic, musical or other media versions and better study them.
Nevertheless, there are difficulties in carrying out post-translation studies. As Gentzler points out in his conclusion: "post-translation studies is not bound by fixed objects -source and target texts -but is more fluid and includes looking at the pre-textual components, the multilingual aspects and multicultural ideas that comprise an original" (p. 230). This process demands meticulous study and analysis, as well as a sharp mind. Moreover, post-translation repercussions are not easy to investigate: "The repercussions can be seen everywhere -in print, art, signage, fashion, food, and media -and in every discipline -literature, politics, architecture, anthropology, philosophy, and religion" (p. 231). So, comprehensive knowledge is needed to carry out such a study. Although Gentzler offers four case studies as guidance, there is not a fixed framework to follow in carrying out post-translation studies.
Despite these difficulties, post-translation studies will be a new trend. In order to make his argument forceful, Genztler has made great efforts in selecting and organizing his material. First, Genztler takes great trouble to select his four case studies, which cover a wide variety of cultural zones, namely England, Germany, France, Brazil, and China. They are also arranged chronologically: "beginning with ElizabethanAge British, followed by German romanticism, Belle Epoque French, and twentieth-century Chinese modernization" (p. 16), which makes each case study quite representative. Then, this book is quite impressive in its archeological work. There are 20 tables listing the translations, rewritings and adaptations of each work under study. These lists offer a very convincing argument for translation's place at the center of cultural circulation. It is also worth mentioning that this book is reader friendly. When discussing theatrical productions and films, pictures are provided to give the reader a direct visual perception.
Overall, Gentzler's Translation and Rewriting in the Age of Post-Translation Studies is a remarkable book. All his efforts will hopefully push translation studies forward and into a vast territory and into a new age. Researchers in translation studies and beyond will all benefit from this enlightening and challenging book.
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